Thursday April 1, 2021
Dear future self,
It is currently 2021, and I'm working on an assignment that my teacher has assigned
to all of my classmates. In 2021, it is not the best experience i've had in my life. We’re using
way too much energy and gas. We won't have enough resources to make phone batteries in
2030. I wonder how life is in 2050, I hope it’s better than how it is right now. We have been
very irresponsible with the amount of resources we have and it is affecting our planet super
badly. We watched this video about earth in 2050 and it said that in Earth 2050 we will have
9 billion people on the planet. Is that true? If it is, I would be amazed because 9 billion
people is a lot of people only on one planet.
We have been wasting way too much gas, energy and other resources that we will
need in the future. If we don’t stop wasting all of our resources we have a chance of killing
animals and possibly ourselves. I wish I could let out some information to the whole world so
i can tell everyone on earth to stop using too much gas and energy. But im only 10 years old
so i wont be able to say that at the moment. Brazil has been making this gas material made
of sugar cane. It’s called ethanol. It’s a gas but it’s better for the environment. We don’t have
enough for the whole world but Brazil is trying to make enough for the whole world.
How is life in the future generation? I'm very curious to know how many new items
there are in the future generation compared to right now. Is there less cars or more cars?
Are the cars used with ethanol instead of gasoline? What type of car/model of a car do you
drive that you use daily or maybe weekly? Is there any new technology? Has the world
gotten any better? Or did it get worse by 2050? Is the city Utopia a thing in 2050 or is it
getting built/didn’t get built because we didn’t have the amount of resources needed to make
the city? That's all the questions i have for the future. I hope you read this again.
Yours truly,
Francis

